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MADISON - On Friday we learned that Scott Walker will not be charged with crimes in the John
Doe criminal corruption probe. Six close associates of Walker were convicted in actions directly
related to Walker and some currently sit in prison. Nineteen individuals, constituting Walker's
entire inner circle, were granted transactional immunity for their truthful testimony.

The entire affair speaks directly to Scott Walker's bad values. The court record speaks clearly to
the fact that Scott Walker was directly involved in criminal activity. That he was not charged with
crimes is no feather in his cap-the standard should be much higher for an elected official.

But does it matter that Walker acts, and the people around him act, as if though he is above the
law?

This investigation was without precedent, and as it ends, we have a clear picture of Scott
Walker. He has abused the trust of the people he is supposed to serve. He wasn't charged with
crimes, but he clearly was involved in crimes.

Scott Walker beat the rap. We can only hope that the corruption that he brought with him from
Milwaukee does not continue any more in his current administration.

Now that the investigation is over, we should expect that all documents obtained throughout the
course of the John Doe to be made public. When all the documents are out, the fuller picture of
Scott Walker's involvement will finally be revealed, as will the involvement of several current
cabinet and administration officials. Any governor whose greatest accomplishment in his first
two years in office is that he escaped the criminal charges for which several close aides were
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brought to justice really needs more to brag about. So far, Scott Walker has cleared the bar set
by Illinois, but barely.

Wisconsin’s Republican governors in recent decades have gone from red vests to (almost)
orange jumpsuits. Robert M. LaFollette must be not just rolling over in his grave, but downright
glad that he’s dead and doesn’t have to witness this from above the ground.

As it stands, Scott Walker is the most investigated governor in Wisconsin history. By Scott
Walker’s own standards, he should be considered unfit for public office.
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